ABSTRACT. This 
it tFis paper, we cont,L,e our study of be,avior of selutiors f non-linear ordinary differential eGuations it, a Hilbert space H with applications to nonli,ear partial differential equalions.
We introduce here :on-linear operator o self-adjoint zype and we study the c, uasiuniqueness of Catchy problem and the classical uniqueness of Cauchy problem for this equat on.
I the special case unoer condition A we obtain complete results about quasiuniqueness. Recall that we do net have this situation ip a linear case because this par of our theerems have n, analog in the linear case.
As usual, we study two cases of non-linear differential equations: the case of deqenerate equation in bounded interval of time ar.d the case of non-degenerate equation iF, unbounded interval of time.
In the fir'.t part of this paper, we study the [4] . Several theorems of this paper are like theorems of paper [4] , but here we have the case of non-linear equation, and iF, [4] we studied special case of quasilinear equations. Several theorems for example, Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 4.5, were obtained in paper [5] [3, 4] Proof. Let u(t) be a flat solution of (1.1). Let us consider the following function:
where and (A(t,u(t))u(t),u(t)) q(t)(A(t,u(t))v(t),v(t))
It follows from conditien A that the following function f(t) (A(t,u(t))v(t),v(t)) is continuous and smooth in the same interval (0,) with depending on u(t). (4.2) is the equation of the type (1.1) and because of this, it is possible to rewrite our results for equation (4.1) . It is easy to see that in this situation, the following class of functions plays the role of the flat functions" in the derivative belong to class A, it follows that in the interval (N,+) we can choose constant C such that (4.7) will be satisfied in some neighborhood of the point t *. In this situation, C depends on u(t) itself. Recall that interval (N,+) depends also on u(t). Remark 
([At (t,u)]u(t),u(t))>-C{l(A(t,u)u(t),u(t))l + llu(t)ll}

